Daphne Butters
Lancashire Cat Club
9th March 2013
My sincere thanks to Chris and the team for inviting me back, I had a lovely day in Wigan. I
always love the Lancashire Show. A wonderful day with some great cats to handle and my
thanks to the exhibitors for allowing me to judge them. Val Kaye was my steward, thanks
Val, as always you handled the cats beautifully.
RED, CREAM AND TORTIE POINT BIRMAN ADULT, MALE
CC, POOL’S SARMOYAH LIONHEART, 13c5, M, 21.04.12
Red Point Birman. A nicely balanced young man all round, already showing a good broad
rounded head and masculine expression. Medium sized ears, placed well apart. Large
bright eyes, mid to deep blue in colour and almost round in shape. Cheeks filling out well.
Nasal profile shows a slight dip, tiny drop-off present towards the tip. Well developed
muzzle. Firm full chin. Good long body, well muscled with thick-set limbs and short strong
paws. Very well balanced tail with lots of bushy furnishings. Fairly long coat to the body
with a ruff present. The pale cream body contrasted well with the red points. Mask and
ears were quite a rich shade of red, depth of colour still developing up the limbs. Rounded
gloves covered the toes on the front feet. Evenly marked socks, full gauntlets which ended
about two-thirds of the way up to the hocks, rounded shape at the end rather than truly
tapering. Beautifully presented, a very affectionate young man who enjoyed being
handled.
I also considered COUPLAND & BROWN’S CH BROFIELD REDADAIR, 13c5, M,
03.09.11. Lots to like about this boy, he has a strong masculine head with well placed
medium sized ears and a slight dip in profile with a small bump present. Well filled cheeks.
Chin could be a touch firmer for perfection. Large long body, well boned limbs and paws.
Bushy tail, balancing body length. Long silky coat, pale cream colour, rich red ears though
the mask, limbs and tail were slightly paler red. Nicely marked gauntlets and socks, left
glove angles slightly outwards, right glove ended just below the paw/leg angle. Another
nicely presented boy who was easy to handle.
RED, CREAM AND TORTIE POINT BIRMAN ADULT, FEMALE
A lovely class of girls today.
CC & BOB, POOL’S SARMOYAH PRINCESS AURORA, 13c6, F, 26.03.12
Seal Tortie Point. Wow – an absolute cracker! What a gorgeous girl, I loved her. She has
wonderful Birman type, lovely strength to the broad rounded skull with medium sized ears
sitting wide apart on the head. Stunning deep blue eyes, large, almost round and very
expressive indeed. Full round cheeks. Good slight dip to the medium length nose. Strong
well developed muzzle, firm full chin. Long weighty body, very well boned limbs and short
strong paws. Bushy balanced tail. Full ruff framing the face, long silky coat to the body –
her coat felt great! Very pale fawn body showing lovely contrast with the points, all points
showed both seal brown and shades of red. Rounded shape to gloves, socks easily
covered the back feet and were even in length, full gauntlets which were rounded at the
end, finishing about three-quarters of the way up to the hocks. This young lady has real
presence & style and was my take-home cat of the day. Delightful temperament, groomed
to perfection and a joy to handle, she truly loves the attention. I later chose her as Best
SLH Adult and then in the head to head with Best SLH Kitten and Best SLH Neuter, I
made her Overall Best SLH in Show. Congratulations to her owner/breeder, she is a true
delight and a wonderful example of the breed with a very bright future ahead.
2ND ORVIS’S KENALIAN FANCY PANTS, 13c10, F, 04.05.12
Lilac Tortie Point. Another very pretty girl, also showing a well developed broad rounded
head with medium sized ears and full round cheeks. Large eyes, almost round shape and
quite a deep shade of blue, though not quite as deep in colour as my winner’s. Medium
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length nose with a slight dip present. Well developed muzzle. Full chin, though not quite as
firm as Aurora’s. Overall, I felt that Aurora had a stronger head, slightly better chin strength
and muzzle shape and superior eye colour today. Lovely long body, well boned limbs and
short strong paws. Balanced bushy tail. Full ruff framing the face, well developed silky coat
to the body, off-white colour. Well developed points, all showing both lilac and various
shades of cream. Gloves were well marked, ending in straight lines just below the paw/leg
angle. Nicely marked back feet with white socks and full tapering gauntlets ending about
three-quarters of the way up to the hocks. Great to handle, she has a non-stop purr and
really loves to be cuddled.
3RD PERRIN’S BAYGAZER LOTTIE, 13c8, F, 11.12.11
Blue Tortie Point. The oldest in the class, though still only fifteen months old. She is a
medium sized female, currently going through the adolescent stage of development.
Lovely long muscular body, a deceptively heavy girl with nice boning and short strong
paws. Head shows nice breadth and rounded shape with quite full cheeks and large mid
blue eyes. Medium sized ears already sitting quite wide apart. Medium length nose, profile
shows and very slight dip, ideally I would like to see a little more curvature. Muzzle was not
quite as well developed as the other two girls’, chin receded a little, though it had good
depth. Coat currently on the shorter side with ruff starting to lengthen, the coat feels very
soft and silky. Off white body, showing very good contrast with the points, there was
evidence of both blue and different shades of cream on all points. White covered all the
toes on the front feet, white socks covered the back feet, not quite even in length. Left
gauntlet was shorter than the right, right one ended about two-thirds of the way up to the
hocks. Super to handle, a very gentle girl who was well presented. I look forward to seeing
her again when she gets her full coat as I feel that this will make her appear much more
balanced.
TABBY OR TORTIE-TABBY POINT BIRMAN ADULT, MALE
CC & BOB, WHITBY’S SUCETTE URBAN SPACEMAN, 13c11, M, 27.04.12
Seal Tabby Point. A very well grown young man indeed, already showing a lot of maturity
for ten and a half months old. Lovely strong broad masculine head with excellent breadth
between the medium sized ears. Large deep blue eyes, almost round in shape. Well
developed full round cheeks. Good slight dip to the medium length nose. Well developed
muzzle, full chin. Really long and very weighty body with large boning to limbs and short
strong paws. Bushy tail, balancing the body length well. Coat is developing well, already
quite long and feeling very silky with a ruff present. The pale beige body shows very good
contrast with the well marked seal tabby points. Coat had slight top shading evident. Very
clear tabby markings. Very well marked white gloves, both ending in lines and finishing just
below the paw/leg angle. Socks were even in length and covered the back feet, very nice
gauntlets indeed, full and tapering to end in points, finishing about three-quarters of the
way up to the hocks. Presented in tiptop condition and groomed to perfection. An
impressive young man and a strong contender for Best SLH Adult today.
2ND WHITBY’S SUCETTE ULTRASONIC, 13c12, M, 12.05.12
Blue Tabby Point. Another very nice example of the breed, he also shows a well
developed breadth to the rounded head, though overall, I felt that his stable mate had a
broader skull today and was slightly better balanced, hence Ultrasonic’s second place
today. Medium sized ears, already sitting well apart. Lovely large deep blue eyes, very
expressive. Well filed round cheeks. Good slight dip to a nose of medium length. Well
developed muzzle. Full deep chin. Long weighty body, substantial boning to limbs, short
strong paws. Bushy tail, though not quite as long and well balanced as my winner’s. Full
long silky coat with a well grown ruff framing the face. Well marked blue tabby points all
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round, showing very good contrast with the bluish-white body. Left glove angled very
slightly outwards, right glove was very well marked. Full gauntlets, tapering to end about
three-quarters of the way up to the hocks, evenly matched white socks covered the back
feet. I really loved this boy so much and if I had let my heart rule my head, I would have
made him my winner as he was such a charmer. Another beautifully groomed boy, I could
have easily taken him home.
TABBY OR TORTIE-TABBY POINT BIRMAN ADULT, FEMALE
CC, WILCOX’S ADZWOLO MAPLE-OF-REDSKY, 13c13, F, 06.06.12
Chocolate Tabby Point. Only just into adult classes by a few days and this girl shows
promise for the future. Very well grown for nine months and she is an attractive young
lady. Head already shows nice breadth for age with cheeks filling out and they taper to a
well developed muzzle. Ears are still a touch large, as expected at this age, they are
already sitting quite wide apart on the head. Large mid blue eyes, not quite round in
shape. Medium length nose, slight dip present. Chin shows good fullness though could be
marginally stronger for perfection. Large and very substantial weighty body, especially for
a female of this age, she feels very well muscled. Well boned limbs and paws. Bushy tail,
balancing the body length. Pale ivory coat of medium length, ruff staring to lengthen. Very
well developed chocolate tabby points, contrasting very well with the body colour. White
gloves, easily covering all toes on the front feet, socks were nicely matched and covered
the back feet. Very well marked full gauntlets which tapered well and ended in points,
finishing just below the hocks. Well groomed and very easy to handle.
I also considered for BOB:
MOTT’S GR CH JANDOUGLEN KAITLYN, 13c14, F, 02.07.09
Lilac Tabby Point. A weighty female of medium size. Wide placed ears of medium size.
Head quite broad with fairly full cheeks. Large expressive eyes, mid to deep blue in colour.
Slight dip to the medium length nose. Good long body, in balance with head size, bushy
tail. Fairly full coat feeling very silky, good contrast between the off-white body and the lilac
tabby points. Nicely marked feet all round. Great to handle.
COUPLAND & BROWN’S CH BROFIELD BABOOSHKA, 13c16, F, 29.07.10
Seal Tortie Tabby Point. I loved her large deep blue eyes, very expressive indeed. This girl
has a lovely long body with nice boning to limbs, though at the moment she is a little rangy
and I wondered if she had been in season recently. In comparison to the body, the head is
currently a little on the small side and not quite in balance. Currently moulting and not in
full coat although she shows very good contrast between the fawn body and the seal tortie
points. Gloves were nicely marked, socks were not quite even in length and the left
gauntlet was shorter and on the narrow side. I suspect that this girl will look much better
once she gains full coat, but today she was not in balance for me. However, she had
impeccable manners, was well presented and lovely to handle. I look forward to seeing her
again when she is in full coat.
BROWN OR BLUE TABBY (INC BI-COLOUR) MAINE COON ADULT, MALE
BOB, GREGSON’S CH JULESCOON MARK CAVENDISH, 64 41w, M, 25.12.11
Classic Brown Tabby & White Maine Coon. A truly massive male with a really strong
masculine head of good length to breadth ratio, fairly full cheeks and high set cheek
bones. Large ears, set well and nicely furnished with tips and tufts. Large green eyes, set
in a good slight oblique setting. Shallow concave curve to the nose. Strong square muzzle.
Firm deep chin. Really large long heavy rectangular body, massive boning to legs and
huge tufted round paws. Long flowing tail, quite well furnished and reaching the shoulders.
Lovely full ruff framing the face, coat shows an increase in length down the back and sides
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of the body with full breeches. Very well marked classic brown tabby, warm beige agouti
and clear black markings. White to bib, chest, underbody and limbs. A true gentle giant,
very impressive young man who was groomed beautifully for the show.
BROWN OR BLUE TABBY (INC BI-COLOUR) MAINE COON ADULT, FEMALE
CC, GREGSON’S JULESCOON BAMBOO, 64 41, F, 07.03.12
Classic Brown Tabby. Very promising young lady. Lovely large and very well furnished
ears, set high on a well balanced head which is medium in length and already showing
good breadth with high set cheek bones and fairly full cheeks. Slight oblique set to green
eyes, though they are a little deep set. Good shallow concave curve to the nose. Very well
defined square muzzle and firm deep chin. I was extremely impressed with her body size
and development, she has a very long body indeed, it felt firm and well muscled and she
had huge boning to limbs and paws. Long flowing tail, balancing body length and reaching
the shoulders. Coat quality was also very good, especially for one so young with the
undercoat being covered with a glossy topcoat. She had a fairly full ruff and very well
developed breeches. Clear classic tabby markings with a rich coppery agouti base colour,
very attractive. Very well presented and lovely to handle.
2ND DUNN & EVANS’ ELMCOON CALAMITY JANE, 64 41w, F, 12.04.10
Classic Brown Tabby & White. I liked this girl’s alert expression a lot. Large ears sporting
huge tips, set well on the medium length head. Large expressive green eyes, set in a good
slight oblique. Head was of very good medium length, though at almost three years old, I
would have liked to see a little more breadth and cheeks a little fuller. Pleasing nasal
profile with a shallow concave curve. Square muzzle, firm chin. Long body, currently a little
rangy and I wondered if she had been calling. Nicely boned limbs and a long flowing tail.
Medium length coat with some ruff present, the coat shows differing lengths down the back
and sides. Quite a warm toned brown classic tabby pattern with contrasting whites, white
present on the lips, chin, bib, chest, underbody and limbs. Very easy to handle and she
had been very well groomed. Both nice girls, today I felt that Bamboo had the edge on
head development for age, substance, and coat qualities.
BROWN OR BLUE TABBY (INC BI-COLOUR) MAINE COON KITTEN, MALE
1ST & BOB, GARDNER’S FELLPURRS WOODY, 64 41, M, 23.06.12
Classic Brown Tabby. A well grown eight month old male with a very nice expression.
Large ears, well furnished with tips and tufts, although initially he did appear to flare them,
they came up well once his attention was gained. Strong masculine head of medium
length, breadth developing with cheeks filling out. Large green eyes, set well. Nose has a
shallow concave curve, strong square muzzle, firm deep chin. Long muscular body,
rectangular in shape with very well boned limbs and large round paws. Tail easily reached
the shoulders, it is already well furnished and flowing. Coat length is developing, ruff
starting to lengthen. He has a very good glossy topcoat, the undercoat is developing,
breeches already quite full. Clearly marked classic tabby pattern with a warm coppery
toned agouti. He was rather shy and a little lacking in confidence when on the table,
though he was not a problem to handle. Very well groomed and I thought that he was a
very nice example of the breed.
BROWN OR BLUE TABBY (INC BI-COLOUR) MAINE COON KITTEN, FEMALE
1ST DUNN & EVANS’ ELMCOON TABITHA, 64 41w, F, 21.08.12
Classic Brown Tabby & White. This young lady has a lovely long and very muscular body
with substantial boning to limbs and paws. Large well furnished ears, set high on the head,
giving her an alert expression. Her head is medium in length, just starting to broaden with
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cheeks yet to fill. Slight oblique set to large green/hazel eyes. Very nice profile with a
shallow concave curve. Muzzle was square though I felt that the male’s muzzle shape as
slightly better defined than her’s and this came into play when I was deciding on BOB.
Firm chin. Nicely furnished tail for age, length balanced the body length well. Coat is
currently changing from a kitten coat into an adult coat, she has a nice glossy topcoat with
some undercoat present. There was some ruff framing the face and nicely developed
breeches. Generally well marked classic tabby pattern, a little solid down the spineline in
the haunches. Cooler toned brown tabby because the agouti was pale beige in colour.
Although she was a little on the shy side, she handled well once out on the table and she
really enjoyed playing with the teaser upon returning to her pen. Very well presented and
she shows promise for the future.
TABBY OR TORTIE-TABBY POINT BIRMAN NEUTER
PC & BOB, HOPE’S DALTEEMA BLUEBELL, 13c12, FN, 30.03.12
Blue Tabby Point. A pretty girl with a gorgeous deep blue colour to her expressive eyes.
Rounded head shape, nice breadth with medium sized ears which sit well apart. Cheeks
filling out. Large eyes, really deep shade of blue, initially they appeared a little too bold and
dominating, though they looked much better once she relaxed after returning to her pen.
Slight dip to the medium length nose. Muzzle was perhaps just a touch on the narrow side
in comparison to the rest of the head. Full chin. Good long solid body, well muscled and in
balance with the head. Overall she is medium in size and quite large boning to legs and
paws. Balanced bushy tail, nicely furnished. Currently not in full coat, probably due to her
age, some ruff present. The coat felt soft and silky. Very good contrast between the bluish
white body and the well marked blue tabby points, slight top shading present over the
body. Right glove was scalloped, left one angled out slightly. Socks were similar in length
and easily covered the back feet. Full gauntlets, tapered to end in points and finishing
below the hocks. Although she was a little shy, she handled well and had been very well
groomed. I look forward to seeing how she matures.
BROWN OR BLUE TABBY (INC BI-COLOUR) MAINE COON NEUTER MALE
BOB, MELIA’S CH & PR ASTROKINI SABRETOOTH, 64 41, MN, 30.04.10
Classic Brown Tabby. A really long bodied male with nice large boning to limbs and big
round tufted feet. Large ears, nicely furnished, set about an ear’s width apart on the head.
Head of good medium length, nice breadth across the top of head, though for perfection I
would like to see the cheeks a little fuller at this age. Large green eyes, set in a good slight
oblique set. Nose has a shallow concave curve in profile. Good strong square muzzle, firm
deep chin. Lovely tail all round, easily reaching the shoulders, despite the really long
body, it was very well furnished indeed. Very nice coat length and texture, well grown ruff
and breeches. Coat shorter over the shoulders and increasing in length down the back and
sides of the body. Rich warm brown tabby, nicely marked classic pattern. This boy gives
the impression of a real hunter, I can just imagine him with a mouse in his mouth. Well
groomed for the show.
BROWN OR BLUE TABBY (INC BI-COLOUR) MAINE COON NEUTER FEMALE
PC, CROOK’S IMP GR CH HARTSCOON AYLA OFBEARDWOOD, 64 31t, FN, 20.02.04
Brown Tabby & White. A mature female with a long weighty body, she feels very solid
indeed. Head of medium length, good length to breadth ratio with fairly full cheeks and a
square muzzle when viewed from all angles. Very nice nasal profile, with a shallow
concave curve present. Large ears, set high on the head, sporting tips and tufts. Large
green eyes, at the moment because she has little ruff present, they appear to dominate the
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head, though I feel that the overall head balance will be much better once her ruff
develops and full coat comes in. Lovely long rectangular body, she is a very well muscled
female, deceptively heavy, and her body size balanced well with the head. Substantial
boning to legs, large round paws. Long flowing tail, reaching the shoulders. Clear classic
tabby pattern, the agouti actually exhibits two different shades of beige at the moment,
although I suspect that this relates to the fact that her coat is currently on the shorter side
and is just starting to lengthen. White to lips, chin, bib. Chest, tummy and all four feet.
Small amount of ruff present, she has some glossy guardhairs though not much undercoat
evident yet. There is a lot to like about this girl and she was a definite contender for the
BOB today, though I felt that the male had the edge on eye shape/set and coat qualities on
this occasion. She had been beautifully presented with pristine whites.
AC SILVER TABBY MAINE COON NEUTER
PC & BOB, MATTHEWS’ NITERAP BATTRIES, 64 41s, FN, 23.04.09
Classic Silver Tabby. A very pretty girl with an alert expression. Lovely large ears, set
about an ear’s width apart on the head. Head of medium length, good length to breadth
ratio with fairly full cheeks and high set cheek bones. Large bright green/gold eyes, set in a
good slight oblique. Nose has a shallow concave curve. Square muzzle, firm chin. Long
rectangular body, balancing the head size well. She had excellent muscle tone. Nicely
boned limbs and large tufted paws. Very well furnished tail, reaching the shoulders. Full
ruff and breeches. Coat currently has lots of undercoat but a little lacking in the longer
guardhairs and the pattern was consequently diffused. I did question whether she is in fact
a silver shaded rather than a silver tabby, but today I gave her the benefit of the doubt
because of the lack of guardhairs. However, I would advise the owner to monitor this as
she may require a colour registration change. I was generous today because she was not
in full coat, but in future, if the pattern doesn’t clear as the guardhairs come in, I feel that I
might have to ‘wrong colour’ her. A confident girl who had been beautifully groomed for the
show.
I also considered for BOB: RICHARDSON & HARLING’S GR PR JACKSONTAILS
TITCHITOT, 64 18e, FN, 05.05.06. Silver Tortie Tabby. A very large mature female who
enjoys her food. Strong head of very good breadth, however, I would not like to see the
muzzle any shorter. Gorgeous green eyes. Large well furnished ears, set quite high on the
head. Long body, very good rectangular shape. Well boned limbs and paws. Long, well
furnished tail. Full coat, ruff and breeches, though her tabby pattern is also a little diffused
at the moment. Today I felt that my PC winner had the edge on overall head balance.
Titchitot was easy to handle and stood confidently on the table. Well presented.
AV SLH RADIUS ADULT
1ST EDWARDS’ UK GR CH OLTOMAINE DARKTOWER DJ, 64 41dw, M, 12.11.07
Classic Red Tabby & White. A huge male, lovely body length and boning. Strong broad
masculine head of good medium length. Quite a full winter coat, warm classic red tabby
pattern. Great to handle.
2ND WILCOX’S ADZWOLO MAPLE-OF-REDSKY, 13c13, F, 06.06.12
Chocolate Tabby Point Birman. My CC winner, reported above.
3RD HALLIGAN’S DMMAINE ROSA, 64 41ew, F, 07.06.12
Classic Tortie-Tabby & White Maine Coon.
AV SLH VISITORS ADULT, PART A
1ST GRANT 'S IMP GR CH NOYNAROCK ALFRIED, 67 31as, M, 20.08.10
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Blue Smoke & White Norwegian Forest Cat. What a super chap, a lovely example of the
breed and it was a very close run thing between him and my Seal Tortie Point Birman for
best SLH Adult. Huge male, wonderful boning, lovely triangular head shape with an
excellent straight profile. Currently in full winter coat, lovely length and texture, and I must
comment on his blue smoke pattern – wonderful, even if it’s not actually worth any points.
Great to handle.
2ND KEEPING’S CH BAYGAZER MYSTER CHOCSAWAY, 13c3, M, 24.11.11
Chocolate Point Birman. Another impressive male, really large and long bodied with a very
strong masculine head which is broad and rounded. Very good contrast between the long
pale ivory body and the chocolate points. Nicely marked feet. A real gentleman to handle.
3RD MELIA’S ASTROKINI RUBY MURRAY, 63, F, 30.04.12
Usual Somali.
AV SLH VISITORS ADULT, PART B
1ST POOL’S SARMOYAH PRINCESS AURORA, 13c6, F, 26.03.12
Seal Tortie Point Birman. My lovely BOB winner, reported earlier.
2ND COWSHILL’S DIZZIPAWS ROGUE, 66w, M, 07.05.12
Seal Mitted Ragdoll. A well grown young man with a long muscular body and nicely boned
limbs. Good length to the bushy tail. Head is developing well, good flat plane between the
ears. Large eyes, pale to mid blue in colour. Coat currently on the shorter side, nicely
marked mitted pattern.
3RD WALKER’S CHEHAM LACHMERE JUBILEE, 60 31, F, 14.05.12
Black & White Ragamuffin.
AV SLH NOVICE NEUTER
1ST CROOK’S IMP GR CH HARTSCOON AYLA OFBEARDWOOD, 64 31t, FN, 20.02.04
Brown Tabby & White Maine Coon. My PC winner, reported above.
AC BIRMAN NEUTER
1ST KAPLIN’S KLAWNIQUE FATAL ATTRACTION, 13c1, MN, 29.04.12
Seal Point Birman. A very promising young man, really well grown with very good head
development and a lovely long weighty body. Lovely deep blue eyes. Quite a full coat, it
feels very silky, quite a full ruff. Well developed mask, other points are still slightly paler.
Well marked feet. I look forward to watching his development.
2ND BONSALL’S GR PR BAYGAZER BEDAZZLED, 13c5, MN, 07.04.10
Red Point Birman. A very long bodied and heavy male, showing very good boning to thickset limbs and short strong paws. Broad rounded skull, well placed ears. Chin could be a
touch firmer for perfection. Good contrast between the red points and the cream body,
slight top shading evident over the body. My winner had the edge on head breadth and
strength today, though both were very nice males.
3RD WILCOX’S CH & GR PR DALTEEMA TIFFANY TRUFFLE, 13c5, FN, 06.02.07
Red Point Birman.
AV TURKISH, SOMALI OR RAGDOLL NEUTER
1ST HASSETT’S GR CH TUMBLERAG HAPPYTYMES, 66 31, MN, 01.09.10
Seal Bi-Colour Ragdoll. A nicely balanced male all round. Clear headlines with a good flat
plane between the medium sized ears. Well developed cheeks, good rounded shape to
the muzzle. Long body, balancing the head size well. Lovely dense silky coat and nicely
marked bi-colour pattern. Great to handle.
2ND LINDGREN’S GR PR BRIZLINCOAT FORCE MAJEURE, 63, MN, 25.03.09
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Usual Somali. Another lovely cat, very well balanced all round with a lithe muscular body
and long elegant limbs. Good gentle contours to the head and large pricked ears. Though
not in full winter coat at the moment, his coat was dense and soft with a ruff and breeches.
The rich apricot base was very well ticked with black. I could have done with two firsts in
this class. Today I felt that the Ragdoll had the edge on, but it really could have gone
either way.
3RD FOSTER & SMOTH’S PR PUSSYCATDOLLS TAIBERIUS, 66, MN, 27.12.11
Seal Colourpointed Ragdoll.
AC MAINE COON OR NORWEGIAN FOREST CAT NEUTER
1ST EDWARDS’ GR CH & PR DARKTOWER INDIGO, 64 16, MN, 25.06.08
Blue Maine Coon. A truly huge male with wonderful boning and a lovely long heavy body.
Very well balanced head, slightly longer than its breadth with large, well furnished ears. He
has a really nice expression and a lovely strong masculine head. Full ruff and breeches,
coat shorter over the shoulders and increasing in length down the back and sides of the
body. A super cat who was a delight to handle. I later made him Best SLH Neuter in Show.
Congratulations to his owner/breeder.
2ND EMERY’S PR SKOGVENNS ODIN, 67 31a, MN, 08.05.11
Blue & White Norwegian Forest Cat. This boy has a lovely expression, typical of the breed.
Good triangular head shape, long straight line to the nose and obliquely set green eyes.
Substantial weight body of very good length. Large boning to limbs and paws. Balanced
tail, Excellent waterproof coat, full ruff and knickerbockers.
3RD COWARD’S IMP GR PR SVALRKATTENS WESTOFTHEMOON, 67 31a, MN,
06.08.10
Blue & White Norwegian Forest Cat.
I had the honour of choosing Best SLH in Show.
Best SLH Adult and Overall Best SLH in Show: POOL’S SARMOYAH PRINCESS
AURORA, 13c6, F, 26.03.12. Seal Tortie Point Birman.
Best SLH Kitten: WILSON’S PHATPAWS FIRST EDITION, 66a, M, 28.08.12
Blue Colourpointed Ragdoll. An impressive young man, very well grown indeed, well
developed head and a really long substantial body. His coat felt super and was of very
good length for age.
Best SLH Neuter: EDWARDS’ GR CH & PR DARKTOWER INDIGO, 64 16, MN, 25.06.08
Blue Maine Coon.
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